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Again the aviation could not intervene for fear of hitting
their own men.
Enda Selasi was cleared at the point of the sword. It
controlled the tracks to the river over a distance of twenty
miles, but it could not be held against the onset of the
Ethiopians. A little success, and Ethiopian soldiers,
properly controlled, will charge anything.
Aviation failing twice, infantry reinforcements and tanks
were ordered out from Selaclaca to stop this irresistible
advance.
They left at seven-thirty a.m., in unorthodox battle order,
lorries manned by Blackshirts and regulars in front, and
then ten tanks. The lorries were soon ambushed, the
troops being shot down as they tried to jump clear to cover.
Two prisoners were taken. The tanks followed, but the
Ethiopians knew that they were coming by the noise they
made, and rolled big stones across the track.
The tanks were only two or three miles outside Selaclaca
when they were attacked by the head of the Ethiopian
column, which had advanced twenty miles from its third
success at Enda Selasi. On either side of them was a broad
valley, cut by fissures when the track was abandoned, and
covered with thorn bush and huge rocks. They attempted
to keep in formation under the enemy fire, but the driver
of the leading tank was killed : all the other tanks jammed
behind him.
The little Fiat-Ansaldo 1935, which I had already seen
in a captive condition at Jijiga, is a handy machine to
manage, but if it gets fixed it can shoot only within the
traverse of the two linked machine-guns sticking out above
the driver's head. A traverse of only fifteen degrees.
When the ten tanks were jammed together they could only
shoot at the tanks in front of them. It was impossible to
turn the tracks and find a more fruitful field of fire.
Some of the tanks, trying to shuffle out of the column,
slipped into fissures at the side of the path. Two burst
into flames.
The drivers got out with revolvers in their hands. They
were riddled by a hundred bullets.
Mad with success, the Ethiopians fell on the tanks with
their long curved sabres. Two Italians still cowered in
one, crying out " Ghristos ! Christos ! " They joined

